Zentatsu-roshi
Suzuki-roshi 1 s personal history
11 Dec. 1971 S.F.

All of us right now feel some special feeling.

Our great

teacher Suzuki Shunryu Daiosho is gone and we don't know quite
what to do.

Some of us I think are worried about how he is.

I

think anyone who knew so well how to take care of himself in
life knows how to take xcare of himself in death.
worried about ourselves, how we can continue.

And we're

Not so much of

him . is actually ' gone; he left as much with us as any human being
can leave.

So, wha.t is a teacher?

shows you how to
very little ego.

teach~

yourserf.

A teacher is somewne who
So a teacherm must have

Somehow X Suzuki-roshi knew himself before

he came here, knew himself in Japan, so when he came here he
knew you.

So the best way you can express your gratitude and

your grief is to know yourself.

A story I told during the XRRX

sesshin, which I like, is about Chuan-tse (?)and, Chuan-tse
is the sort of number two man in Taoism after La.o-tse.

There's

a story of how when his wife died he was found by a friend later
in the day sitting behind his house banging on a bowl and singing.

His .f±xia: friend said, how can you be banging on a bowl and

singing when your wife just died?

And he said something about

she had a complete lif'e and now she ·1 - gone and that 1 s all.

But

still, I don't t•hink kK every day he banged on a bowl and sang.

v

During the sesshin we banged on our bowls, a bit.

I think that

in many small ways liRe this, our feeling from a long time will
express itself.
Anyway, f'irst of all, a teacher is an ordinary human being.
Suzuki-roshi, his relationships with this students were what I
would call unconditioned relationships, as much as possible.
During sesshin too, I dmscussed, maybe there are three kinds of

-7.- ·
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unconditioned

relations~ips.

One is your relationship to

''--""

Buddha, another is your relationship to your teacher, and the
third is your relatioriship to yourself.

A teacher is to make

those three relationshif s work for you.

To work for you, he

doesn't usually go to the movies with you or, I don't know, he
do e sn't do the ordinary things you do with another person, the
more conditioned things.

Like the most conditioned relationship

would be between husband and wife, which is one of the reasons
it's such a difficult relationship.

But if you spend a life-

time withl somebody, maybe that relationship will become
ditioned.

un~on-

So when Suzuki-roshi first came here, we couldn't

find out much about him, because who he was as an ordinary man
we just didn't talk much about.
the Japanese

We called him sensei because

congregation called him sensei, so we didn't know

what sensei meant but we called him sensei.

2kB And after a

while some of us realized that Ewe didn't know what he was but
he was pretty unusual.

4

We found out probably that he must be

a roshi so we started calling him roshi.

Since I 1 ve been to

Japan I 1 ve found out a little about his background.
I gues s h i s grandfather was a farmer in the Shi zuoku are a ;
that's near the base of Mount Fuji, and I think pretty much an
ordinary farme r .

Maybe he probably was in a villag e area, a

s lightly mo re i mport ant farme r than other farmers, or

~mB

otherwise he wouldn't have haci a son go into the priesthood.
He probably lived in a farmhouse of which the total are a of
,-• .

maybe twic e this room; it was a big farmhouse ,' / a rathe r succ e s s f ul farmer , but t h ere ' s an eno r mous amount of s pace in s u ch a
farmhouse.

We're fi ndi ng moving into the apartm6Ilt n ext door

t }lhat we lived i n J a pan in,
._;,I

~

that we lived i n, p r imarily in

->--1
!

J

./
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two rooms, an eight tatami room and a six tatami room, and we
great big
had considerably more space than we have in this/apartment next
door with lots and lots of rooms.
anything, it's jus .• well, anyway •••

There's no place to put
It's unbelievable.

And

we found in our eight tatami and six tatami house that not
only could we live there, but we could have whole other families,
like Paul and Ruthie and Benjamin Discoe all live with us for a
person
month without much problem at all, plll.us a third/£:ami:Xµlived
upstairs, a third family.

So anyway, such a house is already

something that we don 1 t know what it 1 s like, because it 1 s a
in which everything and
an organic part of a culture, EEE~'XlXE everybody has a place
and everybody, e ach moment knows what to do with their mind
and body, without falling back on, on their own psychology or
somethJti.ng.
................
~

In an ordinary farmhouse, once you're used to Japan,

thlir3 refinement in sucbjf a farmhouse, I don 1 t think there's
anything anywhere in the United States equivalent on any level.
Refinement and the sense of how to live that's in that Japanese
farmhouse.
So Suzuki-roshi 1 s father became a priest and must have been
a very good one, because his disciple, Gyokujun Soun(?) Daiosho
became the leading roshi of the Soto sect.

So Suzuki-roshi 1 s

father was a roshi, but when Suzuki-roshi was a young man, a boy
actually, I don't remember exactly, eight or six or something
like that, I have all tmis information somewhere, but he, since
Jhe spent so many years not really talking about it I spent a
long time not really remembering what I do know, but anyway,
somewh e re when he was pr etty young he was sent to his father 's
disciple to study.

I

His fathers disciple was I - guess an extra-

ordinarily powerful man.

I saw his bow, he was also an arche r,
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Ros hi
had this bow which/kB: said

~

said,

pg

would you bend this bow, he

so I took this bow, it's something llke about that big

yo_u know, anyway almost nobody could string it or pull it, I
mean nobody.

Suzuki-r~shi said he never mei: another peBson who

could string the bow his teacher used.

And Suzuki-roshi was

rather the opposite, you know, Suzuki-roshi was very strong and
energetic, as we found at Tassajara, and

~E.ki:.~~~:moxx~very

much in touch with exactly how to use his energy and work,
but still rm was quite a frail man compared to his teacher.
I visited the temple where JlrSuzuki-roshiis teacher's teacher,
1th.is father's teacher and his father and Gyokujun Soun Daiosho
all have their ashes and where I believe some of Suzuki-roshi's
ashes will go.

It's a beautiful temple, one of the most beautiful

buildings I've ever been in.

It comes from a lumber, the area's

a mountain area, you come up through a dirt road through a

~..

eM' rice paddy and there's a pretty steep embankment with these

like
huge/redwood trees that stand up, cypress, some kind of Japanese
cypress, and there's these steps that go up, and in Japanese
temples,

say that this is the te:rp.ple entrance, and th!e

gate is,

the gate could be anywhere in a country temple, say the gate is
,e.f •

over here, you come up and maybe you could park

~our

car -er.ad walk

here, usually there's steps, and the purpose of the steps, almost
always is to prepare you to enter the temple.

So, as you walk,

and particularly if you can make it go up a hill, they like that,
1

cause it slows you down.

So you step and you step and step, and

by the time you're at %k.:t the top of the steps there's some
dif~erent

pace.

And then , they don't just make a path that sort

of goes acrossx like this to the door, because they make your
body define the architecture, to de.fine the space, and ultimately

.,,,
1·
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tblt,space is a mandala, originally the temples are based on
mandalas.

A,~ot of that's lost now, but JU±g±rudi::iJ the idea
I

there is that your movement describes the space.
will go this way, and maybe

s~where

else, but

>l;,.

So the path

anyway it will

go over and taen over, and your movement through the compound
defines the actual space.

In fact the gate here is usually

not a gate to anything, it's just, you know, and there may be
or may not be a wall, and it 1 s never closed usually, and generally
you can't close it.

So, anyway ..•

But in this beautiful temple

are. . ,_these huge columns of tlhis
red wood, kind of redwood, and
"-.....·•
the

~·~~l

carpenters who built it

were superb, ±.t is the site

of a story Suzuki-roshi told several time s, many of you must
know it, about the pickles.

You know the story?

Anyway, this

is what Roshi calls his f i rst minor enlightenment or kensho or
minor,
~.JQ:Xsome kind of experience which turned him ~EE.m about.
ft..nd he was, I don't know how old, ten or eleven, and living in

that strict kind of life that you live in with a teacher, in
Japan par ticular):)", everybody becomes rather mischllJ.evous, and
Roshi often used to say, I don't know why but you get so mischievous,

anyway, they ia.aui didn't like, the teacher always, in fact

Suzuki-roshi's teacher used to have, I mean Suzuki-roshi 1 s
him
father used to have fimm go out and wait for .t vegeta.bles.t the
farmers would throw away.

They'd throw them into the stream, so

Roshi'd have to go out and sit on a bridge and wait for them to
float, you lmow, by, and R he 1 d get the vegetables and bring
them to the temple, and in fact, when I first heard this story,
w~en
;,,..,:,;

I first started practicing, I used to get my wife rather'

upset, because at the Farmer's Market I used to pick up cabbages
tb}\at the trucks had run over and try to get them clean, you know.
~

' ''¥
.·

'j ·

·~
/
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(Laughter).

Anyway, Gyokujun Soun Daiosho was pretty strick

about using all the food.

So they had some spoifued pickles,

and no-one wanted to eat the spoiled pickles, pickles are
already kind of spoiled, you know,. the way they make them, but •.•

student~; \fiving therer:~~Y~~,,· ~~ f~v_E3 st;ll:c1e~. t6\

so anyway, tae

took them and they went
decided to hide the pickles. So ~~ey
,.,__,,,..1,!P
this
out into the garden of /xlm temple which I visited, and they
went under a tree and they buried them, and they put dirt over
it.

Anyway two days later, in came

whatever, and

he had these pickles;

I

M roshi,

Gyokujun-~mmu:~san,

he said, look what I

found in the garden. (Laughter). Please cook them, or please
serve them tomorrow morning or something.

So, they really didn't

know what to do, so they washed them as carefully as possible
and then they boiled t\th,em, and, uh, boiled spoiled pickles
"'«·..J!I!'"

are just a very unusual dish.

So they served them tae next day,

and all the young boys sat there sort of

tremulousx~

watched, and he just ate them without hesitation.

and

So Suzuki-

roshi took some and tried it, and steeled himself for some
terrible experience, but just chewed and swallewed and that
was all there was to it, he didn't have to think, good or bad,
them
just
chewed/and
swallowed them, and it was a big experience
he
for hira.

Arilr~y
'

'

so when we got to this temple, the first thing

I said, where'd you bury the pickles? (Laughter)

And he couldn't

remember, he looked around,this tree?, no, I don't know.
anywpy, one tries to rind out the history tkat way.

So

To me, that

was an important part of .xiis history.

He couldn't remember.

Someone else I know was at ax lecture.

He'd never met Suzuki-

roshi before, and Suzuki-roshi, after tae lecture, came out and
waited a few minutes, and tf{h.ese people came .out, and he turned
~,

to the one man .mtli who was coming out and he said, so

g

he went

7
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and th)ey walked into a little back room and as

~im

,,~.,.'-'

soon as they got in Suzuki-roshi faced him and then took his
finger and pointed right at his forehead, three times, and
then turned and walked out.

l"well, for nearly six or seven

years now, this man has thought, what was that all about?
Some special Soto teaching or

some~l«b,.ing.

And a few weeks

ago he came and visited Hoshi.

F'or six years now it 1 s bothered

him, what that meant, you know.

So he thought, now he'd better

ask Roshi about it.

So he went up and he said, and he asked

him about it, and Roshi said, I don't remember. (Laughter).
Daioshho
Anyway, he was with Gyokujun Soun/for a long time, who was, as
I said, probably would

h~1ve

been head of the Stto sect, I think

he was next in line, but he died rather young, maybe in his fifties1
something like that, so Suzuki-roshi had to take over his temple
when he itrns thirty-one and there was some c.-. i tic ism of' him,
maybe he was too young to do such a thing, but he made up his
mind to try to do it, and he managed somehow.
another

And he had

called Kichizawa-roshi, who actually, in
,,_,.
Suzuki-roshi's temple, near the end of his teacher 1 s liRe, the
wood
teacher moved from this temple with the beautiful red/pillars
teac~er

and went to another temple, somewhat bigger, not much bigger,
but somewhat bigger, which originally had been a training
monastery and it's now
is head of.

__

,..
t~e

temple that iJb.is son, Hoichi-san

So when his heacher died, Suzuki-roshi had to take

over this temple, and the other temple eventually was taken
over by a dharma brother of Buzuki-roshixx, . wh))ich
~~I

Suzuki-

roshi ha.d been he ad of before, and now the temple with the
beautiful redwood pillars is,the head priest ·of it is one of
Suzuki-roshi 1 s disciples.

So Suzuki-roshi took over this temple,

7
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and Kichizawa, well anyway, this temple is

he~d
~

of two hundred?

or several hundred oth\ier
temples, there's a sort of system in
-~.
the Soto

sect of, there's temples, and then there's a group of

head temples, and then there's a group of Head temples, and I
think, Rinzo-in is

g

Head of about some forty or fifty head

temples which under them have a total of two hundred or so
temples, something like tnat, and then there's another lvvel
above thl!at,
and then finally, Soji,ji.
.__,,.
_

Well, one of the sub

temples of Rinzo-in, the head of it was the second teacher of
Suzuki-roshi, Kichhizawa-roshi, so in the hierarchy Suztj.kiroshi was higher up, so when Kichizawa-roshi crone to that
temple Suzuki-roshi was

t~/e

head priest.

And Suzuki-roshi was always

rather embarassed, you know: you' re my teacher so (pleas-e ~\ y. o__u. .) do
Kichiz awa
"-- service, but/ux:ak±-roshi alwe.ys refused, because, in ••• Dn. Conze
talked about this the other day, is that, about persona and
person; he didn't talk about Japan, but it applies.

In Japan

they don't have :tM±xx the sense of person so much as persona,
as maak, and so you just play your role, you don't have to worry
about who you are, as what you are under certain circumstances.
Anyway, Kichi zawa-roshi, um, was I guess a pretty great scholar.
I first heard about him in more detail when Suzuki-roshi and I
met Ruth Fuller Sasaki.
~.uuq:

She began tal.king and
~

~

somehow,

and then she said, oh yes I visited a temple there because

there was a famous scholar who had a. book I wanted and I tried
to talk him out of it, and Suzyki-roshi said, Ah, that was
Ki chizawa-roshhi, my teacher, you crone to (uncle ar : tlU>is
' ····''

temple?)

So the l i brary tha.t Kichizawa-roshi had is still kept

I believe at Rinzo-in, but he was, I believe the Dogan expert in
S.-,·-~,,. .t }

the / sect at that time.

Suzuki-roshi studied with!f him xx.EE.i:i.EXEX

Xiil:j
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for many, many years.
are we?

So, he cmme, anyway, let's see, where

So Roshi had, from a young boy, been interested in

coming to America, and his first person he got to be a Buddhist
I

believe actually was an English lady who'd been, the equivalent

of Anna and

t~e
'-'

king of Sirun, she'd been the woman who was the

tutor of the emperor of Manchuria, I believe, and when Japan
went into Manchur ia, this woman ceased being the tu:bor of the
.
~
emperor of Manchuria, or his son, and she crune to Japan, and

some interesting stories about thltis, I'll make it very brief,
'-"

is, Roshi studied English with her and finally moved into her
house to help her, while he was a college student, I believe
at Komazawa, Daiga(?) , Komazawa University, and the woman had
this beautiful Buddha that the emperor, or somebody, I think the
emperor had given her, and she had no idea what it meant.
in
sae kept it on a shlelf or/the tokonoma or something, x:mt

So

'-'

tokonoma 1 s the place where you display scrolls, and she also
kept her shoes there, (isn't that right?), Peter 1 s talked to
the Roshi about some of this, so anyway, she kept her shoes
there, and lRoshi was

~~

horrified, you know, he was just a

young priest, but he was pretty, •. , didn't like putting it ••••
k:m:.tx~x

and of course, in

J~pe.n

since they live on tatamis,

which is not a floor, it's a living surface, your feet have to
be at least as clean as your face all the time.
1l \

feeling about dirty feet.

:\

Very strong

I

I mean ~ just.l ' '- earl' t understand

foreigners, how our feet get dirty, and our fingerxxi:xxxxxx, toenalil.ls, it's just unbelievable.

Anyway,

pitt

to,~ your

shoes in the

tokonoma, you know, it's bad enough that nowadays everybody puts
television sets, but to put your shoes in the tokonoma wtth
this fantastic Buddha was too much.

So, Roshi didn't say any-
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thing, and th.le way he treated her is, I think, very close to
' "="'")

the way he'd .like us to practice Buddhism, is he just treafied
the Buddha the way it should be treated, the way you'd treat
your own inner nature, with some care, some way, some undonditioned way.

We must do something, so, you know, we of'f'e:ex

incense or something.

We have to express in some way, have to

take some activity, so he offered incense, and he would maybe
brush the shoes off or I don't know, anyway ••• (laughter).
e.t him
He began to off~r incense, and she laughed/~~~xx:.t and teased
But
him about it for a long time./ Finally, she began offering ±
incense too, a.nd pretty soon she became a Buddhist.

So, he

wanted to come to America, because he :ahe.d some feeling that
uh ••• well I feel that throughout the orient there's a feeling
that the culture is deeply disturbed by the ~st, and there's
some feeling ·on the one h1=md, that we must take care of our

"'

spiritual tradition,

........

and"th~

other is, I think, interesting

that something Dr. Conze said, which I think is also true
is that consciously or ill1Consciously, tl)tle orient's way of
• '!'~ ....... -

fighting back is to bring their spiritual tradition here.For
whatever reason he had some deep feeling about coming to America.
But also, Suzuki-roshi, for those of you who were at Sokoji,
the other temple with us, he just, he never rejects anything,
students, or pemple or situations, he just keeps doing, 1.Ultil
they sort of, if they have to go away they somehow disappear
ouite a f'ew
by themselves. So he had many responsibilities,/:m:m.E.~ temples,
and he repaired various temples and did things and he never got
a chance to come, and then he was asked to come to America, at
some point, because Sokoji over· here, the Japanese congregation
Soto Zen temple needed a priest.

And ~I think the first time he
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xB:.fnE~l!lx

was asked he refused, and he 1 d also been asked to be

head of some monastery in Japan and he felt he was too young to

be

head of it and he

r~fused

tha.t

also and a year later or some

time later the position at Sokoji was still open and his friend
asked him again and he decided to come.

So, who came, the

background out of which Roshi came is very lucky for us. He
for instance
wasn't, uh, in some ways it's very lucky,/he wasn't a Kyoto
~erson,

ind

very interested

Kyoto and

involy~ed
..~.,.:;.;~="

in the culture of

such like; h e was a person whose culture is Japanese

but primarily Buddhist culture.
and through the years

~

And throught his two teachers

he spent with Kichfuzawa-roshi studying

Buddhism, h e prepared himself, maybe partly without knowing
prepared himstlf for himself, to understand Buddhism thoroughly
and deeply.

In Japan I don't think he really had a way to

express his understanding.

So he came here, out of Japanese

culture, witb,J,. Buddhist culture, deeply a part of m it, and
found that we
stayed.

were ready to listen and study with him and he x

(Tape turned)

Suzuki -roshi's personal history ....•
•• .• culture so much is •••
is, it concerned me for

Well, the whole pr oblem with sangha

a long time, and the r eal reason I went

to Japan was to study, to :br::a.R:a look at the culture the re, be c aus e
t h e .~rn::X.t:iaxx s angha is based on t h e culture;

t h en yeste rday @ .

Conze talked, with some fierceness, even, about how educati on is
no longer possible, you know, that education d e pends on the
c ontact between an ol der person and a y ounger person, some
contact where you know the pe r son, and so you need maybe three
or four or x five studen ts t o a te acher , ten, but 6ertainly no ti
f our hun dred o r three hundred o r
t h ere .

wh ate v~r

h e h as facin g h im

so when Rosh i came h ere h e came out of a culture i n which
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Buddhism workRNs, and he tried, throughout his lifetime here
with us t~xgix~xmxx~ not only to teach us Buddhism, but to give
some
u .s/:m sense of what a culture is, and often he said, used to say,
you must be Americans, can't . reject your own culture.

So in

some way, he tried, t;Zen Center is maybe, x.rrunerx N many people
feel too Japanese or something like that, but we almost have no
culture in which Buddhism can flourish here, so he tried to
give us some sense of how to live,

'cause if you don't have

any way to live, how can you express Buddhism or your own nature?
So he tried to give us everything that he was, is, every, he
tried to give us a sense of how to live, how to have culture
some
and that means simply, things as simple as how you pick/thingx
up.

At the same time he tried to give us so much from all his

time and all his space, giving us time and space, giving us our
own time, Buddha's time for being Buddha, and our own space.
He also tried to move in our space and to let us move in our
space, and particularly in the first years when we built a kind
of foundation for the practice, he wouldn't ever tell us what
to do; he'd suggest some small thing and maybe if there were
twenty students one or two would hear him, or three or four,
would hear what he said, you know,

just as he was ready to leave

a.fter a service, and, maybe, hold your cards dif£erently or
when you bow such and such, or

you should have some such attitude.

So maybe two or three people would hear him, actually, 'cause
the rest are thinking, I have to go to work or my breakfast is . ..
you know, something.

And then only one or two would remember,

but maybe they'd try to start doing it, and a. year later, maybe
ten of the twenty would be doing it; and then at some point
when there was some feeling that it was moving, and we'd picked
~'<1. 'tl 'fl { · ~v~t•''-

up on the ~int in our own way,/in our

~f4A:,:- . Q...

OY1m

time, then he'd say
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some other little hint.

So ..• somehow he tried to make those

two things possible for us.
I saw an obituary in the newspaper and it made me feel a
sense of loss quite different from the experience of being here
this last week.
gone.

It was outside that some public person was

But here in Zen Center, he's not really gone, you know;
.. )

"

of course he's, for people who l:l.av"e--b-e-S:tJ. his disciples and have
been with him for a long time, there's a very clear sense of
his being in us, is that that's what those three intimate
relationships are, unconditioned, intimate relationships, is
that you get to know your own self deeply, working with a teacher
and working wmth what it means to have some thing called Buddha,
which is some ultimate possibility for human beings.

So, after

you've been his student for awhile it's not even necessary to
see him very often or at all because you know exactly what to
do.

So

:klxhr~xx

the fact that he's gone now doesn't change that.

But we worry about him, a little.

But f'or those of you who

didn't know him so well he's created a way of life here, feeling
for life here, that you can participate in, that if you participate in you're participating in what he
essential.

thought~most

real and

He did almost everything he wanted to do here in his

lifetime and, so, I thought maybe he would choose to die on
December 8th, which is Buddha's nirvana day, but he surprised
me, and the sesshin began, and in my, I have some bad habit of
1

being a little late, cause I know exactly how much time and if
some unusual thing happens it makes me

thir~y

seconds late or

something in the zendo, so I was almost late for the beginning
of sesshin, and I have to go in and bow, offer incense and / I
have to walk around the room.

So I did that and the bell went,

and as I finished they caine and got me, and I went up to the room

~

,/
/
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__

j'
, ,;:~

.

and spent about ten minutes with Roshi wl;Jliile
he was fairly
,,..,,
conscieus and taen slowly he went away, very gently, and
I could,
couldn't tell at what point,/I knew exactly when he let go,
but I couldn't tell at what point he actually was gone, and
died right after the first period of the sesshin began.

So •.•

\

it was a very kind time of him to choose, cause we could do the
sesshin then.

So, we had breakfast, and went on with the sesshin.

So if you, so we, somehow we want to express how we feel, you
know, our gratitude or, if you can express your gratitude to him
everyone will express their gratitude to you and some way that' ~c
)

part of our life, part of our practice, just continuing

~~

pBactice is the best way, but for forty-nine days we've added
one extra period of zazen in the morning and one extra

:pRi~

period in the evening, afternoon, if you want to join us for :t
those forty-nine days, sitting, and eve r y Friday evening for
seven weeks we have a small extra chant for Suzuki-roshi, and
tomorrow of course is the funeral service, here, in this room,
which will last half an hour to an hour and then theFe 1 11 be
an opportunity to offer incense, and :i Monday morning Suzukiroshi will be cremated.
So what he would have wanted was for us to continae his
way, to continue what really isn't his way but is Buddha's way
or the way of the sa.ngha, and of course we must find some way
for the sangha to exist here, but the Buddhist sangha is probably
the oldest institution in the world, and this is the first real
one in the West, and Suztjki-roshi brought here to us really,
and he would, clearly his life activity is to

~

try to continue

and make a sangha work in America, and he would have wanted us
to treat each other as Buddha.

Of co urse some t"imes you are angry
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wvth a person, and if anger communicates something, be angry.
When I

say treat each other as Buddha, I don't mean going around

with a saintly look onl your face.
know.

That's a terrible way, you

But to remember, to relate to each persons

Buddha nature

as much as possible, that's exactly what ax teach.er does, that's
why I say a teacher's relationship with you is unconditioned.
When I saw him, the last words I had with him really were about
three days before he died, and I went to his room, he'd asked
me to come to his room every

m~;i;~~

and so.y good morning, so

, '1f

'f

•

I did that, and he had a service / the same time we had a service,
he'd have his door opened, and though he couldn't come down for
the service he would wash his face and drink his orange juice,
so that was his s@_rvice, and teen I would come up after the
service here and say good morning, and about three days before
he died, his hearing was failing, in the evenings sometimes he'd
be more aleFt, but his mornings it was more pronounced, kl!IX and
his hearing, it was difficult for him to hear and quite difficult
for him to talk, and so we were trying to converse about something

xNm he wanted and I wanted to speak about and it was a little
\\

difficult, and Okusan

sai~

(l

I'll answer, because she'd discussed,

so his wife and I talked a little bit and worked it out, what
the problem was, and then

mI

,1

turned to l:him and I said, Where

II

will I meet you?

And this little hand ca.me out from under the

covers, and went, and bowed to me, so ••• a.nywa.y,with Buddha.1
Suzuki-roshi has entered nirvana, whatever.

-

.

Thank you.

.

transcribed by Barry
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